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Search for an isomeric state in19C
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Abstract

A search for an isomeric state in the neutron-rich nucleus19C is reported. The existence of an is
mer in the nucleus is predicted by shell model calculations which also predicts the ground-stat
nucleus to be 1/2+. An isomeric transition is however not observed in the present investigation
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estimation of upper limit of isomer ratio in the beam is discussed. Furthermore, the non-obse
of an isomer includes the possibility of19C having a different ground state spin. The17C and17B
nuclei were also investigated for delayed gamma transitions but do not exhibit any isomeric
tion.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 23.20.Lv; 21.10.Hw; 21.10.Pc; 21.60.Cs

Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS1H (19C, 19C′), (17C, 17C′), (17B, 17B′), Elab = 53 MeV/nucleon;
measured prompt and delayedEγ , Iγ . 17,19C, 17B deduced transitions.19C deduced no isomeric state.

1. Introduction

The isomeric states are usually observed in nuclei close to the shell closures. Ex
in stable nuclei concentrate strongly around theN(Z) = 50,82. These islands of isomeris
found an explanation based on the shell model [1]. In later times advances beyo
stability line brought in new signatures of isomers around sub-shell closures. The
pronounced region isN = 40 for the nickel isotopes [2]. Shape coexistence is also as
ated to isomerism and an isomer for43S was observed around theN = 28 shell closure [3]
An isomer was observed in32Al which is near the region ofN = 20 island of inversion [4]
There was also a suggestion on isomeric transition in34Si [5]. The finding of an isomeric
state has been reported in12Be [6], at the breaking of theN = 8 shell closure.

The findings of new magic numbers(N = 6,16) [7,8] and disappearance of conve
tional ones(N = 8,20) for nuclei close to the drip line raise interesting question whe
new regions of isomerism are associated with them. The structure of these light ne
rich nuclei is mostly probed by reaction studies assuming the secondary beam of
to be in the ground state. The presence of a long-lived isomeric state may bring in
modifications to our present understanding on these nuclei.

It is known from reaction studies that insd-shell neutron-rich nuclei orbital reorderin
takes place whereby the 2s1/2 orbital is lowered crossing thed5/2 and even thep1/2 in
some cases [9]. The resultant effect is that these orbitals become closely spaced. T
may expect low lying excited states for these nuclei. It should be noted here that find
the first excited state to a large extent depends on the detection capability. An excite
at low energy below few tens of keV in these unstable nuclei is difficult to detect b
present methods.

Investigations on isomers in the vicinity of theN = 16 shell closure might lead to in
teresting structure information. The19C nucleus attracts attention, being a candidate
one-neutron halo. Shell model calculation, with the WBP interaction suggest an abn
ground state spin of 1/2+ for this nucleus [10]. The large reaction [11] and Coulomb d
sociation [12] cross sections are favorable towards this spin assignment. The mom
distribution probed in different ways, has been investigated by several groups [13–18
analyses has largely suggested the ground state spin to be 1/2+, but possibilities of 3/2+
and 5/2+ spins have been mentioned in Refs. [15,16]. There has been no confirm
on the ground state spin from magnetic moment measurement yet. Much less infor

exists on the excited states of19C. The predictions on the excited states with the WBP
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Fig. 1. Weisskopf estimate of the half lives of states de-exciting by E2(M1) transition is shown by solid(d
lines.

interaction, in the shell model, shows the first excited state with a spin of 5/2+ to be lo-
cated at excitation energy around 190 keV. This state is predicted to be long-lived
T1/2 ∼ 1.2 µs [10]. The second excited state (3/2+; 625 keV) is predicted to be very sho
lived (170 ps). Thus, search for an isomeric transition is important to confirm on th
assignment of levels in19C and its ground state spin.

Recently in-beam gamma spectroscopy of19C detected a low-energy prompt gamm
transition at around 200 keV [19]. In a Weisskopf estimate (Fig. 1), such a low en
prompt transition should be M1 in nature. This implies that the transition of Ref. [19]
be a decay from 3/2+ to 5/2+ or vice versa, if they are single particle states. Thus, ass
ing the ground state of19C is 1/2+, a suggestion can be made that this decay corresp
to the de-excitation of a higher excited state to the first excited state. No other excite
was observed in the prompt gamma measurement of Ref. [19] where the gamma de
threshold appears to be slightly less than 200 keV. It can thus be considered that t
excited state was not observed in the prompt gamma measurement because of its lo
(isomeric) nature as predicted by shell model. However, possibility of presence of a p
gamma transition below the detection threshold of Ref. [19] cannot be ruled out eith

If the ground state of19C is 1/2+ then its first excited state should most likely ha
a spin of 5/2+ or 3/2+. WBP interaction predicts it to be 5/2+. So the transition from
first excited to ground state should be E2 in nature. The Weisskopf estimate (Fig. 1)
a lifetime of ∼ 1 micro sec for a low energy (∼ 200 keV) E2 gamma transition. An E
transition is also the only mode of decay from 3/2+ to 1/2+ if the states are single partic
in nature. Thus, search for an isomeric state in19C nucleus became extremely importa
The presence of the isomeric transition will clearly confirm the predictions of the
model. On the other hand, the absence of an isomeric state will either suggest and
tive arrangement of the levels in19C (which may lead to a different spin assignment for

ground state) or it may suggest that the states are not single particle in nature.
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The presence of a long-lived isomeric state has another important effect. Depend
the lifetime of isomer and the location of reaction target from source of production
secondary beam will contain a mixture of two spin states that are incident on the re
target. So it is important also to find the upper limit of isomer ratio in the beam. If this
is appreciable, then we need to reconsider on results of previous reaction studies th
assumed the beam to be only in its ground state.

In this article we report the first search for delayed (isomeric) transitions in19C, 17C and
17B. The results, as will be discussed later, show no clear evidence of an isomeric tra
in any of these nuclei. Considering the ground state spin for the19C nucleus to be 1/2+,
the non-observation of an isomer helps to put an upper limit on isomer ratio in the
It however also has another important implication that the isomeric state might not
The ground state spin in such condition has a possibility of being either 3/2+ or 5/2+. The
observation of delayed transitions following beta-decay of these nuclei is also discu

2. Experiment

The experiment was performed at the RIKEN, Ring Cyclotron facility. The experim
tal setup is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A cocktail of19C and17B secondary beam
were produced by bombarding a22Ne primary beam on a 8 mm thick Be target. Th
secondary beam was identified using energy-loss (�E), time-of-flight (TOF) and mag
netic rigidity information. The beam was then impinged on a liquid H2 target in order
to study inelastic scattering leading to prompt gamma decays. For this purpose2
target was surrounded by an array of NaI(Tl) detectors. The observations for the p
gamma transitions will be reported elsewhere [20]. The energy of19C at mid-plane of H2
target was 53A MeV. The beam was then stopped in a stack of silicon detector teles
(500 µm + 2 mm+ 2 mm+ 500 µm) located∼ 1 m downstream of the H2 target. The
time of flight from the production target to the stopping detectors was nearly 250 ns
silicon telescope was first surrounded by four plastic scintillators on four sides. Thi
meant for detecting beta rays. The box of plastic scintillators was then surrounded
clover detectors which were meant for detecting the delayed gamma transitions fro
meric decay. The silicon detector stack was placed outside vacuum in an environm
Fig. 2. Schematic view of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 3. Isomer detection probability as a function of half-life of isomeric state. The different curves sho
probability of different energies of gamma transition.

dry N2. An Al flange at the end of the H2 target chamber was used to keep the vacu
for the upstream beam-line and H2 target chamber. To ensure stopping in the silicon st
the energy of the secondary beam was degraded by adding further Al plates extern
air near the flange. The beam profile was monitored by tracking using two parallel
avalanche counters placed upstream of the H2 target. The particle identification was do
by �E–E using the silicon stack.

The detection threshold for gamma rays was∼ 30 keV and the maximum limit o
gamma ray detection was set to 1600 keV. The efficiency of gamma detection by t
detectors was measured by placing standard133Ba,152Eu sources in the silicon detector p
sition. This resulted in efficiencies of 9.7% around 80 keV, 4% around 300 keV and
around 450 keV. The time gate for isomer detection was 500 µs. Each Ge clover crys
independently triggered by the beam. The plastic scintillators provided the trigger s
The total beam rate was∼ 850 pps for the19C setting of the separator. The fraction
19C was nearly 20% of the total rate. Dead time was nearly 50%. A different setting
fragment separator allowed the study of gamma spectroscopy of17C. A hard veto condi-
tion using the signals from each of the plastic scintillators was applied to the respect
clovers crystals to eliminate background from beta-rays. The detection probability
isomer with the above mentioned measuring conditions is shown in Fig. 3 as a func
half-life of the isomeric state.

3. Analysis

The gamma decay spectrum for19C events identified in the silicon stack is shown
Fig. 4(a). For the discussion hereafter we focus the attention on the low energy part

spectrum less than 700 keV. Several prominent peaks are seen in this region. These include
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Fig. 4. The gamma energy spectra for19C, 17C, 17B are shown in (a), (b), (c), respectively. The spectra for17B

and17C have been normalized by the ratio of the nuclei identified at SSD with respect to19C.
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peaks from room background which can be identified from data without beam. The
at 75, 86, 95, 240, 295, 350, 511, 585, 609 keV correspond to room background
large continuous background seen in the lower end of the spectrum arises from Co
scattering. This continuous background is also present for room background dat
peaks are now compared to that associated with17B nuclei identified at SSD (Fig. 4(b)
It is found that all the peaks are identical for both19C and17B nuclei. This makes it les
likely for these peaks to correspond to isomeric transition in19C or 17B. To make further
confirmation we search for delayed gamma transitions in17C. This was not a contamina
fragment, but was obtained in a separate secondary beam setting of the fragment se
We discuss below the observed peaks and their possible origin.

The transitions observed are of two main classes. Firstly, we have very delayed g
emission from successive beta decay daughters. Secondly we have gamma emiss
nuclei formed by neutron capture. It is clearly observed that the peaks for, e.g., at 5
162, 174, 185, 417, 440, 595 keV considered to be associated with neutron capt
Ge are much reduced in intensity for17C. This is probably because the17C being a less
neutron rich nucleus, gives rise to less neutrons in the environment. The peak at 66
considered to be associated with28Al which maybe formed by neutron capture on27Al.

It is firstly noted that any beta decay branch of19C to the bound excited states
19N is not observed. Gamma transitions from18N at 115 and 472 keV correspond to t
beta delayed-neutron branch of19C. This observation is consistent to previous report
Ref. [21]. We further observeγ -transition at 475 keV which can be associated with17N
arising from beta-delayed two-neutron emission. An alternative or additional sour
production of17N is the beta decay of17B followed by decay of17C. The presence o
the closely spaced 472 and 475 keV transitions lead to a rather wide peak in the sp
(Fig. 4(a), (b)) for the19C,17B setting of the fragment separator. In17C setting, the peak a
620 keV corresponds to17N formed by beta decay of17C [22]. This peak is not observe
for the19C, 17B setting.

The peaks at 198 and 325 keV attract interest since they are not observed for
with 17C beam. One likely origin of these peaks maybe71Ge, produced by neutron captu
on 70Ge. There is also a possibility that the peaks can be associated with beta decay17B
to excited states of17C. The energies of these levels agree with that reported recen
Stanoiu et al. [19] within experimental errors. If that is true, then this is a new observ
and no discussion on beta decay to bound states of17C exists in the literature. Observatio
on beta-delayed neutron emission on17B has been discussed in Ref. [23].

Another alternative origin of these two peaks (198 and 325 keV) could be relat
gamma decay from states of19F and 20F nuclei, respectively. However, the branch
this path firstly, must be relatively small since it is a beta decay process of three
19C → 19N → 19F, compared to the high intensity of 198 keV line observed. Furtherm
this assignment may not be possible because both the present and existing stud
have shown that19C decays mostly to unbound states of19N, thus forbidding the path t
formation of19F.

The time sequence of the gamma spectrum was also studied using different time
The prompt peak in the time spectrum (T = TDC calibration) appears aroundT = 400 ns.
The location of this prompt peak can be used to relate the TDC spectrum to the rea

with the knowledge that the time-of-flight from the production target to stopping detector
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Fig. 5. The gamma ray energy spectra for time ranges of (a) 500� T � 1500 ns and (b)–(d) 1500� T � 5000 ns.
The solid/dotted/dashed-dotted lines in (a) are for19C/17B/17C.

is around 250 ns. Fig. 5(a) shows the gamma energy spectra for17,19C, 17B within the
time window of 500–1000 ns which beyond the prompt peak. It is seen that for all n
a large peak is observed around 40 keV. This peak most likely corresponds to t
excitation from28Al excited state (a nucleus which maybe formed by neutron captur
27Al). A puzzling aspect is the relative intensity of the peak for the different nucle
seems to be strongest for17C. This is not yet understood because, we would expec
neutron capture to be less for17C (A/Z = 2.83) than17B (A/Z = 3.4).

Probing a little further beyond, the gamma energy spectrum for a time range of 1
5000 ns is shown in Fig. 5(b). It is interesting to see the presence of a peak around 3
for 19C, which does not appear for the other nuclei. This peak was found to disappea
the spectrum was studied in the time range of 5000–10 000 ns. We thus, take a look

the time spectrum gated for the region 320� Eγ � 340 keV (including the background).
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Fig. 6. Partial time spectrum of Ge detectors gated for 320� Eγ � 340 KeV.

The distribution was however very flat (Fig. 6) and did not show any decay characte
thus felt that this peak is not an isomeric transition in19C. It maybe beta delayed gamm
emission of some daughter nucleus or a statistical fluctuation.

The correlations between the gamma-rays in the individual crystals of one clover a
as between two different clovers were studied for finding any possible cascade tran
No signature of a cascade could be found.

It thus appears that the present data does not show any signature of an isomer
sition in 19C. Within our detection conditions, an estimate of counts under the peak
subtraction of the background) at 417 keV in Fig. 4(a) suggests that any transition s
be detectable if it has total counts> 2000. This is thus an upper limit number of isomer
tectable at the silicon stopping detector and contains the effect of transmission loss t
the fragment separator RIPS. The total number of19C beam events (N19C(beam)) identified
at the SSD also contains the same transmission loss through RIPS. The upper lim
of isomer in secondary beam at the production target can thus be estimated taki
account the detection conditions. It is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of gamma-ray e
The different symbols show the conditions for different possible half-lives(T1/2) of the
isomeric state. It is found that if the isomeric state has a short half-life∼ 100 ns and an
excitation energy(Eex) ∼ 300 keV, then the19C secondary beam at the site of produ
tion, may contain at most 7% of the isomeric state. This percentage increases for
half-lives and higherEex and can become as significant as 50% for a half-life of 50 ns
350 keV excited state. Half-lives shorter than this cannot be detected by our setu
experiment shows that there is insignificant probability of isomers of longer half-live

If there are N0iso isomers at the production target, then Fig. 8 shows the ratio of iso
that maybe present at a possible reaction target position placed after flight time ‘t ’ from
the production target. It is seen that for targets located at flight times� 100 ns and if the
isomeric state has a half-life∼ 50 ns then this ratio is∼ 0.3. Now multiplying this to the
upper limit of isomer obtained in Fig. 7 we may obtain appreciable contribution (∼ 15%

for Eex = 350 keV) of isomers in the secondary beam incident on a reaction target at such
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Fig. 8. Ratio of number isomer present after flight-time ‘t ’ to the number of isomer at source(t = 0). The
short-dashed/solid/long dashed lines correspond tot = 100 ns/200 ns/300 ns.

location. This maybe a possible scenario in very high energy experiments. If the iso
state does exist in such a large ratio, then it may affect the analysis of reaction obse

which have so far assumed the19C beam to be purely in its ground state.
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single-particle in nature.

The present experiment clearly shows that probability of existence of an isomeric
lower than 300 keV (havingT1/2 > 100 ns) is negligible. Thus, an isomeric state (if exis
should be located atEex > 300 keV This delineates that the observations do not agree
the predictions of shell model (WBP interaction) which predicts a level sequence s
in (Fig. 9(a)) with 5/2+ state∼ 190 keV [10]. Within the same level sequence, if t
energy of the first excited state is higher than the shell model predictions and is large
300 keV(T1/2 < 100 ns), then there maybe 7% or higher isomer admixture in the b

(at the site of production). In such case the prompt gamma decay (∼ 200 keV) observed in
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Ref. [19] must correspond to de-excitation of second (5/2+) excited state to the isomer
state (3/2+). Thus the second excited state should be located around 500 keV or h
This is possible, if the neutron separation energy(Sn) of 19C is larger than this value (a
suggested by Coulomb dissociation) 580± 90 keV [24]. The existing mass measureme
however lead to a much smallerSn (160± 110 keV) [25]. A reconfirmation onSn from
mass measurements is thus essential.

The second alternative for level sequence keeping the ground state spin uncha
shown in Fig. 9(b). This is however not predicted by any existing model calculat
In this scheme if the states are single particle in nature, then the 3/2+ level should also
have an isomeric nature. The 5/2+ level would then have two decay branches, a fast
transition and a more slow E2 transition. This mixing will lead to a short half-life for
5/2+ state. Thus, the prompt gamma transition∼ 200 keV should correspond to the d
excitation of 5/2+ level to 3/2+ level. The non-observation of the isomeric state in
scheme shows that the 3/2+-state maybe located� 300 keV. This possibility can exis
only if Sn > 500 keV.

There exists however a possibility that the ground state and the excited states
single particle in nature. In such case a faster M1 transition maybe allowed betwe
3/2+ and 1/2+ levels in the above scheme. This may then lead to a cascade decay
prompt gamma transitions from 5/2+ to 3/2+ level.

The possibility of19C having a different ground state spin of 3/2+ or 5/2+ also exists.
The level sequence and the different possibilities of transition are shown in Fig. 9(c
The level sequence of Fig. 9(c) is predicted by deformed Hartree–Fock model in Ref
The non-observation of an isomeric transition in condition of Fig. 9(c) suggests that
the 5/2+ state is located above the particle emission threshold (Sn) or that the 1/2+ state
is not single particle in nature allowing it to decay by a fast M1 transition. Same argu
holds for the 1/2+ state in Fig. 9(d).

The possible transitions with a 5/2+ ground state spin for19C are shown in Fig. 9(e), (f)
The upper limit of isomeric state estimated (Eex � 300 keV possible only) in this expe
iment taken together with the prompt gamma observation(E ∼ 200 keV) of Ref. [19],
shows that the configuration in Fig. 9(e) is not possible if the states are single part
nature. It is otherwise possible, providedSn > 500 keV. Fig. 9(f) on the other hand su
gests that the configuration is possible under several conditions. Firstly, if the stat
non-single particle in nature decaying by prompt transition cascade in which case
layed transition is very weak and may not be observed. Possibility of the 1/2+ state being
located atEex � 300 keV exists.

4. Summary

In summary, the first observations on the search for an isomeric state in19C are reported
Measurements for17C and 17B are also performed and compared to the observat
from 19C. Several delayed gamma-ray peaks are observed for19C but they mostly coincide
with the observations for the contaminant fragment17B as well. Thus no clear signature
an isomeric transition can be found in19C. A possibility appeared at around 330 keV b

could not be confirmed from the time characteristics. The estimated upper limit of isomer
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in the beam at the site of production shows that the probability of existence of an iso
state atEex < 300 keV is negligible.

From the above discussion it is understood that the level sequence in19C can be clari-
fied if we search for cascade gamma transitions. The presence of a cascade prompt
transition will mean that only configurations shown in Fig. 9(b) and 9(f) are possible
absence of such cascade prompt gamma transition together with non-observation
isomeric transition discussed in this article on the other hand will rule out these confi
tions.

The confirmation on one neutron separation energy of19C from mass measurements a
absence of cascade gamma will help to confirm on or eliminate the configurations
in Fig. 9(a) and (e).

A possibility of beta-delayed gamma transitions from17B decaying through the excite
states of17C at 198 and 325 keV is suggested. Although alternative sources of these
tions have been mentioned too. Thus, it would be useful to have a more clear confir
on this by an alternative measurement.
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